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Omega Communications Portal Transmissions
I am known as Lani and I am happy to facilitate
these sessions which enable you to be able to be
part of a greater group, even if you are living alone
and have no contact with anyone else associated
with this type of energy and information. So, you
are part of a collective consciousness and in this
way it is easier to receive the energy and
information. All you have to do is give yourself the
time to receive this transmission and to open your
awareness and still the mind so that you are
receptive to the experience of these sessions. It is
more than just listening to a lecture. It is your
participation and willingness to receive what comes
to you which makes it more real and is often
evidenced to you, because you may have thoughts
confirmed to you in these sessions.
During this introduction I am linking with you and
drawing you into the receiving area of the Station of
Light – and here we begin. I withdraw into a deeper
part of my consciousness field to allow the Beings
existing here in this space, this Light Station, to
come forward to us.

“Greetings to you. This is
Orem and we are situated
very close to you in terms of
the level of receptivity and
the
intricate
meshing
together of the different
dynamic
fields
of
communication. Perhaps
you would say layers of
dimension,
layers
of
thought field patterns,
opportunities and portals
which present themselves to you when you have the
intention of aligning to the deeper aspect of your
own Being and that deeper aspect of course is the
Self that is always connected into the all-knowing,
ever-present, universal consciousness field.
We are here to assist you to connect in the process
and in so doing we also evaluate the level of energy
that you bring forward into this space and as we
evaluate that, there becomes apparent specific
needs for you. Are you ready to receive the energy
field that you draw to you in respect of the specific
needs you have?
It is all about you acknowledging that you are an
Energy Being and you will draw to you the energy
which you need. It may not come in a materialistic
appearance. It may come in the sense of feeling
inner strength, feeling greater connection to all that
is and to the aspect of Creation that you came from.
You may feel more deeply connected to the pattern
that you recognise as yourself that you set out to be,
as that aspect of self that brings to you the patterns
of energy needed.
You are able to change circumstances around you
and appearances around you. They are simply
appearances manifested through various patterns
of thought, layers of thought, layers of emotion.
When you assemble in this space you become
enveloped in a state of energy which is clear and
therefore you have a greater sense of clarity of
purpose, of your presence, or what is truly needed
for you and that which is not necessary for you to
have around you or within you.

We offer the energy to you to assist you. We are
able also to strengthen that pattern that you
resonate with, when it is your intention to work with
the highest aspect of self. There is always ongoing
expansion and unfoldment.
These words which are presented to you come in
the form of a sequence of energy patterns,
frequency perhaps which could be measured and if
you were able to measure it with the appropriate
energy system, you may see colours, you may see
patterns, you may see tones that some would relate
to various musical notes, you may see a depth of
creation through which you could travel and it is this
level, this extent of your perception, which we can
observe and also we understand then how you have
integrated previous energy sessions.
We are also able to assess where you have
deviated from your original intention and purpose
through circumstances, perhaps through very
strong influences around you or presented to you.
We acknowledge that there are many people like
you who have consciously avoided following the
media and what is presented to you and this usually
arises from feeling the impact of what is presented
to you upon you, and you thus realise that it is not
beneficial to your sense of joy.
We speak again about the existence of the pattern
known as joy, the energy that you resonate with as
joy. This is moving throughout you here in your
energy form. It has the effect of restructuring
patterns within your energy aspect, the energy
matrix, the energy field of you, which is greater and
permeates through all aspects of your existence.
There is no dense physical aspect of you which is
separate from this energy matrix. We are able to
see the adjustments which happen – the alteration
as a result of drawing into you the energy pattern
here and that which you identify as joy. Perhaps you
could refer to it simply as - LIGHT. Light which you
receive and draw into you from all of the elements
around you and in particular through the solar
portal. There is a great influx coming around you
through that dimensional portal.

There is a need also amongst a great number of the
population to again receive this energy because it
balances, it clears, and it allows you to feel that you
are expanding outward and moving forward again
into a placement where you feel very welcomed and
you would feel that placement is very familiar to you.
In one sense this is described as returning to your
higher evolutionary state for renewal and again you
are being restructured through that renewal.
Many of the pathways through you became
disturbed over several civilisations and patterns you
were subjected to and we have spoken previously
about clearing ancestral patterns and clearing the
mass collective consciousness. So, here again you
have risen above all of that and you are vibrating
into a different energy field. There is a modulation
effect happening which gives a recurring
wavelength and this in turn creates a pattern of
energy. You may be familiar with the term the
torsion field and this can be deeply examined, it has
been examined through scientific studies. It also
carries you into a depth of activation into a deeper
level of existence. It can also operate as the
functional dimensional portal into the corresponding
energy situation of another life pattern.
Some of this has already been created by you in the
field of your potential and how you would see and
wish yourself to be existing in, in a different field of
existence. Surrounding you is the impetus of this
highest potential – the next potential field for you. It
is ongoing after that but we speak about it as the
new dimensional civilisation cities of light for you to
exist in. There is the merging and it is in states such
as this that you can more consciously experience it
and thus it becomes part of your energy field. This
also helps to keep your energy at a level where you
can relate to it and integrate it and it helps you to
separate from the earlier part of your journey in this
current physicality you have and which you have
separated yourself from to be within this current
transmission. Allow yourself to experience this, to
integrate it.
As a child you would have the sense of wonderment
and joy – pure happiness and this again is part of
existing in this altered dimensional pattern of life for
you.

Indeed you may realise that there is an aspect of
you already existing in that state and this also helps
you connect with it.
This has a settling effect within you right now and
thus I draw your attention to your presence in the
receiving area of the Station of Light.
You are being uplifted, you are transforming
yourself, you are transmuting different states into a
more expanded state of light and within that light
there is energy, there is information in a way that
you assimilate it easily. You may already have plans
that you have been waiting for specific energy
patterns, or a clearance, or change, or motivation so
that you can manifest, or put into action, those
plans. Drawing in the pure Light from our own Point
of Origin connected to Source assists that.
This experience for you again is complete – another
pocket of experience that you moved into that you
can retain as part of your expanded energy field.

We are surrounded in a layer which I perceive at the
present moment as a thick band of translucent
golden light and it is a thick band around the planet’s
atmosphere, extending well out beyond it and also
as far out as where the moon exists. There is an
extended field of energy around us.
Now I would like you to bring this all back with you,
around you, within you, connecting firmly back into
your physical form and take a few moments to
adjust again to being present in the body. Take in
the energy that motivates you and energises you for
the day, or perhaps you use the energy to help you
sleep and in your sleep state you can again
reconnect with the energy.
So, take in a breath of pure light, filling every area
of you. Open your eyes and be fully present in the
current moment.

I withdraw now

I end this transmission through the
Omega Communications Portal.

Orem out “

Thank you

Lani

Thank you Orem. This is Lani again and I am aware
also of the presence of other Beings again here who
have made themselves known to us over recent
transmissions. They are here, they are busy
working with you, making adjustments because
they see you as an energy form here. The energy
pattern adjustments are required for you. It is
purification and this is necessary, it seems, just
because of what has evolved in our general living
conditions and we are one here on this planet.
We are within one atmosphere. We are within this
Creation. If you willingly accept the purification, you
are participating in the purification of the entire
energy field of Earth and the atmosphere. It seems
to be a matter of engaging the energy purification
and allowing that to work, releasing of course the
appearances of what you may feel is disturbing
around the planet.
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